
Figure 2. The ray path along the DST. The arrows xN (x′
N ) and xC (x′

C) are included in the incident and reflection plane
of the Newton and Coude mirrors, respectively. The arrow xo indicates the reference coordinate of the Stokes vector of
the light entering into the DST. The arrow xV is the direction of analyzer in perpendicular to the slit of the vertical
spectrograph.

where a plus sign of the rotation angle θ indicates a counterclockwise rotation looking at the light coming to.
Each 4 mirrors in the DST is described as the same form
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where p and τ are the difference of reflectivity and phase between the polarizations which are parallel and
perpendicular to the plane of incidence, respectively. The axis of positive Q is defined as included in the plane
defined by incident and reflected rays at each surface. Mechanical stress on the two windows could make them
act as a weak linear retarder18 and the Mueller matrix referred to the fast axis of the window is represented as
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where δ is the retardation of the window.

In our polarimetric system, direction of positive Q of the incident light is defined as the east-west direction
(xo) on the celestial sphere. The Mueller matrix of DST, TDST, is written as

TDST = S R(−θex)DexR(θex) R(−θC)MCR(θC) R(−θG)MGR(θG)

R(−θN )MNR(θN ) R(−θP )MPR(θP ) R(−θen)DenR(θen),

Simultaneous spectro-polarimetric observation in multi spectral lines 
T. Anan, Y. W. Huang, Y. Nakatani, K. Ichimoto, S. Ueno and G. Kimura (Kyoto University)	

In order to select the best spectral line to extrapolate coronal magnetic fields, we developed a new spectro-polarimeter on the Domeless Solar Telescope at 
Hida Observatory. The new polarimeter consists of a 60 cm aperture vacuum telescope, an image rotator, a high dispersion spectrograph, polarization 
modulator and analyzer composed of a continuously rotating wave plate whose retardation is nearly constant in 500 - 1100 nm and a polarimetric beam 
splitter located closely behind the focus of the telescope, fast and large format CMOS cameras and an infrared camera. The polarimeter allows us to obtain 
full Stokes spectra in as many wavelength windows as the number of cameras simultaneously. 
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Figure 3. A picture of a remotely controllable turret accommodating linear polarization attached at the entrance window
of DST.

Figure 4. System diagram of the remotely controllable turret.

3.2 A remotely controllable turret accommodating polarizer
To measure the Mueller matrix of DST, we need to measure polarizations transformed by DST from well-known
different incident polarizations. We are able to derive five unknown parameters (pN , τN , pC , τC , s) of our
DST model by introducing unpolarized light and linear polarizations in different orientations from the entrance
window.

We developed a turret accommodating linear polarizers, which can be remotely controled from the observation
room. The machine is composed of two panels in rotation symmetry (Fig. 3). One works as the mask with fixed
8 holes and the other is a remotely controllable turret with 16 holes. The controllable turret accommodates 8
linear polarizers on every other hole with the same direction of the polarization axis and stops at 16 positions in
22.5◦ interval. When liner polarizers are under the mask hole, linearly polarized solar light enter the entrance
window and when clear holes without polarizer are under the mask holes, solar light enter the window directly.
The linear polarizers (Versalight, manufactured by Meadowlark Co.) constructed of a thin layer of Aluminum
micro wires work as linear polarizer for wide wavelength range in visible and infrared.

Because of no pathway from observation room to the turret, we set a control circuit developed by a multipur-
pose Programmable Logic Controller on the controllable turret and control through transmission by 400 MHz
radio waves from a PC in the observation room (Fig 4). An Absorbed Glass Mat battery set on the turret sup-
plies the power and a solar cell auxiliary charges the battery to reduce the weight of the battery. The efficiency
of our power system is quite high, because the solar cell always faces to the sun.

Requirements on the accuracy of the polarization angle and the side-runout of the turret are 0.5◦ and ±1◦,
respectively. A stepping motor and reduction gears control the turret with a resolution of 0.003◦ and the backlash
produced by gears is 0.001◦. By the driving system and a sensor of origin of the rotating turret, the error of
polarization angle is constantly smaller than that of the requirement on the angle accuracy. Measured side-runout
of the turret is less than ±0.006◦.
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We measured Mueller matrix of the image rotator and  
a mirror with dual rotating waveplates (Ichimoto et al. 2006)	
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